We report experimental results for the ionization and fragmentation of weakly bound van der Waals clusters of n C 60 molecules following collisions with Ar 2 + , He 2 + , and Xe 20 + at laboratory kinetic energies of 13 keV, 22.5 keV, and 300 keV, respectively. Intact singly charged C 60 monomers are the dominant reaction products in all three cases and this is accounted for by means of Monte Carlo calculations of energy transfer processes and a simple Arrhenius-type [C 60 ] 
cluster are sufficient for complete evaporation and such low energies correspond to ion trajectories far outside the clusters. Still we observe singly and even doubly charged intact cluster ions which stem from even more distant collisions. For penetrating collisions the clusters become multiply charged and some of the individual molecules may be promptly fragmented in direct knock-out processes leading to efficient formations of new covalent systems. For Ar 2 + and He 2 + collisions, we observe very efficient C 
I. INTRODUCTION
Why is it that certain fullerenes, such as C 60 and C 70 , are much more abundantly produced than those with other (even) numbers of carbon atoms? This is a main and still not fully resolved question since the discovery 1 of this intriguing class of all-carbon molecules. One appealing recent suggestion is the so called hot shrinking giant fullerene route in which hot giant fullerene-like molecular structures with more than 60 or 70 atoms and often with adducts are first spontaneously assembled in a carbon plasma and then decay by first losing those adducts and later sequences of C 2 -molecules. In this scenario, the slightly higher binding energy per atom of C 60 and C 70 compared to their neighbours explains their high abundances. 2 An even more recent, and equally appealing suggestion, is a bottom-up formation mechanism in which fullerene growth is explained as sequential inclusions of single C-atoms or C 2 -molecules in smaller fullerenes and here a) Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
henning@fysik.su.se the critical aspect is the exceptionally low reactivity of C 60 or C 70 3 compared to their neighbours. In a recent experiment in which large van der Waals clusters of C 60 fullerenes, [C 60 ] n with n ∼ 100, were exposed to high energy Xe 20 + -ions, the formation of giant hot fullerenes was observed. 4 This was explained as being due to the shattering of fullerenes along the ion tracks in small fragments which had time to reassemble to giant fullerenes due to outer shells of intact C 60 molecules. 4 In the same experiment, the measured high formation rate of C 70 was rationalized as sequential absorptions of C-atoms and small carbon molecules in outer undamaged C 60 molecules, 4 similar to what was proposed in Ref. 3 . Recently, we reported on covalent bond formation reactions induced in interactions between somewhat smaller clusters of C 60 and keV He 2 + ions. 5 We then found that these reactions are very different from those induced when such clusters are heated by photo-absorption, 6 as we observed efficient formations of covalent C + 119 and C + 118 dumb-bell structures. Such processes are initiated by prompt carbon knock-outs in nuclear stopping processes. 5 Here, we further investigate these intriguing issues by increasing the nuclear stopping energy by using the heavier Ar 2 + projectiles. For comparison, we will also show results for He 2 + /Xe 20 + + [C 60 ] n collisions. In the present study, the sizes of the clusters have mostly been limited to considerably smaller values of n, n ∼ 5-20, than in Ref. 4 .
Following the recent spectroscopic identifications of infrared emission from C 60 and C 70 in space 7, 8 there have been suggestions for how these molecules may be formed in low density environments. Possibly, this may occur through UVprocessing of Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs). 9 Interactions with ions could lead to different PAH-destruction processes than photo-absorption and thus processing by H + and He 2 + in plasma shocks could well be important here. 10 In the following, we will first give a brief presentation of the experimental technique by which several charged fragments may be recorded in coincidence. The experimental results are analyzed and discussed with the aid of: (i), a classical over-the-barrier description of ionization processes; (ii) Monte Carlo calculations of energy-transfer distributions for ion interactions with clusters and monomers of C 60 (electronic and nuclear stopping processes); (iii) a simple Arrhenius-type cluster evaporation model; and (iv) Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations of chemical reactions induced by prompt ion-induced atom knock-out processes in individual C 60 molecules in the cluster. 
II. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE AND PROCEDURES
The experiments were performed at the ARIBE facility at GANIL in Caen, France. A detailed description of this facility is given in Ref. 11 . Briefly, keV ion beams are produced in an Electron Cyclotron Resonance (ECR) ion source and then pulsed by switching voltages on deflection plates at a repetition rate of a few kHz. The microsecond long beam pulses interact with cold (∼80 K) clusters of fullerenes produced in a liquid nitrogen cooled cluster aggregation source. The distribution of cluster sizes most likely follows a lognormal distribution. 12 The positively charged collision products are analyzed with the aid of a linear time-of-flight mass spectrometer. 13 The ions hit a gold coated steel plate at the end of the spectrometer from which the emitted secondary electrons are guided to a microchannel plate (MCP) detector by a weak magnetic field. This detector system has a high detection efficiency, and thus allows for coincidence measurements of several fragment ions from single collision events.
III. REACTION SCENARIOS
Here we will rely on the classical over-the-barrier concept which is well known to give good estimates of the maximum distances at which electrons may transfer from an initially neutral target to a projectile ion. Charge transfer models based on this concept have been developed for point-like atomic targets, 14 fullerenes (spherical targets), [15] [16] [17] surfaces, 18 and very recently for planar molecules such as PAHs (circular discs). 19 For high projectile charge states, the critical distances for electron transfer to the ion are large. In the fullerite bulk limit and for large clusters of fullerenes, the work function of 4.7 eV 20 13 . Here, the total ionization cross sections include single-and multipleionization and related cluster fragmentation processes. Second critical distances, at which second electrons may move from the target to the projectile, lie 35.9 a 0 and 9.2 a 0 outside cluster surfaces for Xe 20 + -or Ar 2 + /He 2 + projectiles, respectively. At such large distances, very little energy should be transferred to the clusters in stopping processes, and a projectile ion P in charge state q ionizes a target cluster softly
r+ n may remain intact on the time scale of the experiment (tens to hundreds of microseconds). The number of electrons removed from the cluster is r and s is the number of electrons captured by the projectile s ≤ r. For somewhat closer collisions but where impact parameters still are larger than the cluster radius, one or several electrons are removed and the cluster is heated such that it always decays. Normally this gives reactions of the type
(2) For low values of q, the number of electrons removed from the target is small, and since the C 60 -C 60 binding energies are very small compared to the internal C 60 binding energies, the clusters mainly decay by sequential emission of neutral C 60 molecules leaving relatively cold C + 60 ions as end products. For large values of q in reactions described by Eq. (2), many electrons are removed leading to Coulomb explosions which heat the C + 60 fragments such that they may decay further through C 2 -emission. For cluster-penetrating collisions, reactions according to Eq. (2) may occur especially for light projectile ions in low charge states. In addition, the individual C 60 molecules may be fragmented promptly in some collisions, and then new covalent systems larger than C 60 may form.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR SMALL CLUSTER SIZES
In Fig. 1 we show the ionization and fragmentation spectra for [C 60 ] n clusters in 13 ] n collisions. The latter fragments are most likely due to sequences of C 2 -emissions from the few hotter of the C + 60 ions emitted in the cluster fragmentation processes. The main picture here is thus that these weakly bound clusters most often are multiply ionized and distribute their charge and internal excitation energy on the molecular building blocks before fragmentation which mainly yields neutral and singly charged C 60 molecules.
Relatively few of the C + 60 products are sufficiently hot for further fragmentation on the experimental time scale of microseconds. Surprisingly, a C + 61 peak is also clearly visible in the upper left panel of Fig. 1 . We believe that this is caused by fragmentation of one or several C 60 molecules in the cluster and absorption of C atoms from such fragmentation processes by intact C 60 molecules during cluster fragmentation. In a recent study, 3 the mass spectra following laser ablation of a fullerene-graphite mixture showed clear evidence of molecular growth processes in which fullerenes larger than C 60 and with even numbers of carbon atoms were produced. As we will demonstrate below, a C + 62 peak will also appear on the side of C + 61 when we increase the cluster sizes. Our observation of a C + 61 peak is thus consistent with the ideas of efficient single C-inclusion in the C 60 cage structure as presented in Ref. 3 . However, C 61 ions were not observed directly in that experiment. 3 The narrow components of the peaks in the upper right panel of Fig. 1 are due to clusters of C 60 molecules which have been singly ionized in collisions with Ar 2 + and which remain intact during extraction and acceleration in the timeof-flight spectrometer (cf. Eq. (1)). These narrow peaks are labelled n + and correspond to singly charged, intact, [C 60 ]
+ n clusters with n ranging from n = 3 to 11. For the larger n in this range the peaks have, in addition, strong tails which mainly are due to decays of larger clusters (n > 11) in the extraction region of the spectrometer.
B. Total ionization and fragmentation spectra: He 2 + impact
In the He 2 + + [C 60 ] n case, the C + 60 peak again dominates strongly but is broader than for Ar 2 + projectiles (cf. Fig. 1 ). Although simple classical over-the-barrier estimates yield identical critical distances for ionization by Ar 2 + and He 2 + , there are on closer inspection some differences having to do with the much deeper potential well of the He 2 + nucleus in comparison with the Ar 2 + core. The second ionization energies of Ar and He are about 27 eV and 54 eV, respectively. Thus He 2 + projectiles will in practice be much more efficient in removing several electrons from the cluster targets leading to higher cluster charge states, larger intracluster Coulomb repulsions, and larger C Fig. 1 . It has been established earlier that charge redistributes very rapidly within ionized clusters of C 60 molecules 21, 22 and that the Coulomb explosion heats the individual molecules strongly.
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D. Formation of dumb-bell shaped molecules
In Fig. 2 , we show single-stop and coincidence data for the region between n C /e = 90 and n C /e = 220. In the single-stop case, only one ion from each collision event has been detected, while the spectra labeled "coincidences with C and the fact that it is missing for Ar 2 + is due to strong cluster heating in double ionization processes as discussed above. In the Ar 2 + and He 2 + coincidence data, we observe peaks at n C /e = 119, 118, 116, and 178. In the Ar 2 + case, there are also peaks from n C /e = 114 and down to n C /e = 106 and from n C /e = 176 and down. With the aid of molecular dynamics simulations and molecular structure calculations, 5 we have recently shown that C formed in their dumb-bell forms indicated in the middle panel of Fig. 2 . The key here is that fullerenes in the clusters are partly fragmented in prompt few-atom knock-out processes. The so formed C + 59 and C + 58 ions are very reactive and they easily form dumb-bell systems in barrier-less reactions with C 60 before the clusters decay, which typically takes a few picoseconds. 5 The C + 60 ions, on the other hand, which are produced in much larger numbers than C + 59 and C + 58 , have high barriers against C + 60 + C 60 fusion reactions. The C + 120 dumbbell is very difficult to form -it requires kinetic energies in the range of 60 eV. 5 We attribute the much richer distribution of molecular fusion products with Ar 2 + to the higher probabilities for multiple knock-outs. Thus, highly reactive smaller fragments are more efficiently formed in the Ar 2 + case. The peaks just below n C /e = 180 are due to covalently bound systems with three fullerene-like cages and from the molecular dynamics simulations 5 we see that these systems are preferentially formed at lower kinetic energies in the sub-to few eV range. For the present Xe 20 + + [C 60 ] n collisions where n is comparatively low, there are no indications of molecular fusion processes as can be seen in the lowest panel of Fig. 2 . However, strong molecular fusion processes have been observed previously for Xe 20 + projectiles but then with much larger clusters in the target. 
V. COLLISIONS WITH LARGER CLUSTERS
In Fig. 3 we show the total mass-to-charge spectrum for Ar 2 + + [C 60 ] n collisions where we have used much larger [C 60 ] n clusters in the target than for the corresponding spectrum in Fig. 1 . Having larger clusters in the target leads to dramatic changes in the spectrum (compare Fig. 3 and the upper panels in Fig. 1 ). With larger clusters, the C + 60−2m fragments become weaker in relation to the C + 60 peak and this is readily explained as larger clusters give a more effective cooling of the individual molecules as locally induced excitation energy and charge are distributed on the whole cluster before fragmentation. 22 , 24 The C + 61 peak is present for small and large clusters but in the case of large n (Fig. 3) it is also accompanied by a significant C There, the details of general bottomup fullerene formation mechanisms were discussed and the inclusion of single C-atoms and single C 2 -molecules in C 60 was considered to be a crucial step. 3 No narrow peaks corresponding to singly charged [C 60 ] n clusters are visible below n = 10 for Ar 2 + + [C 60 ] n collisions when n is large. This is due to the fact that larger clusters, which have decayed through long sequences of emissions of neutral or singly charged C 60 molecules (cf. below), leave behind singly ionized small clusters with rather large kinetic energies and this gives symmetrically broadened peaks. At the same time, some of the larger clusters above roughly n = 10 may remain intact as the excitation energy may distribute on a larger number of molecular building blocks in large clusters. This can be seen from the narrow peaks in the region above n = 10 (cf. the large-mass region with the ×7 zoom-in factor in one of the insets in Fig. 3) . We observe the same C (Fig. 3) as with small clusters (Fig. 1 ) but with larger intensities in Fig. 3 .
VI. ENERGY DEPOSITION AND CLUSTER FRAGMENTATION
A. Monte Carlo calculation of stopping energies
In the upper panel of Fig. 4 , we show results for Monte Carlo calculations of electronic stopping distributions for Ar 2 + colliding with C 60 monomers, and clusters of C 60 molecules [C 60 ] n for n = 2, 7, 13, 19, and 55. In all cases there are peaks on the low energy side and these peaks are mainly due to non-penetrating peripheral collisions which transfers at least a certain amount of energy to the target (a few eV). The electronic stopping distributions have maxima in the 150-200 eV region corresponding to ions passing through one C 60 molecule and there are maxima at roughly twice this energy for ions passing through two molecules. The probability for the latter increases with cluster size. For the largest cluster considered in the present calculations, [C 60 ] 55 , the probability to go through three or more fullerenes is significant and gives a high energy tail. In the middle panel of Fig. 4 , we show the energy loss distributions from nuclear stopping processes while the total energy loss distributions (sum of electronic and nuclear stopping for each ion trajectory) are shown in the lower panel. We use the Monte Carlo approach to launch large numbers of ion trajectories at randomly oriented C 60 molecules or clusters of such molecules. The energy losses due to electronic stopping processes are calculated along the ion trajectory using electron densities from density functional theory calculations (level B3LYP/STO-3G) and friction coefficients deduced from Ref. 25 . The nuclear energy loss is obtained through the well-established method described for example by Larsen et al. 26 In Fig. 5 we show median values for the total energy loss per C 60 molecule in the cluster as a function cluster size. The deposited energy is shared between the individual molecules such that they become cold enough to stay intact and to be detected as C be in the range of about 50 eV or below as has been measured directly by Martin et al. 27 and this is indeed the case for the median energy per molecule for clusters larger than about n = 10 for 13 keV Ar 2 + + [C 60 ] n collisions. For He 2 + collisions at 22.5 keV much less energy is transferred for a given cluster size and this readily explains why the emitted C + 60 ions are colder and more often stay intact for He 2 + -than for Ar 2 + -collisions (cf. the upper and middle left panels in Fig. 1) .
The individual C 60 molecules in the clusters have high internal binding energies and thus large dissociation energies. The energy required for C 2 -emission is about 10 eV 28 and the ions may stay intact on the experimental time scale. The situation is different for clusters due to the very weak C 60 -C 60 bonds and these will often dissociate completely even in rather distant single-or multiple-ionization processes.
B. Modelling cluster fragmentation
Clusters of fullerenes are weakly bound with dissociation energies (E d ) of about 0.3 eV, 22 and they form evaporative ensembles at rather low temperatures (T evap ). In a simple Arrhenius type decay picture, 29 
, where k B is the Boltzmann constant and G is the so-called Gspann factor. Thus, T evap = 150 K for G = 23.5, i.e., for a G-value which has been frequently used for atomic and molecular clusters decaying on the 10 μs-timescale. 29 In Fig. 6 , we show the minimum energy per molecule which is required for complete evaporation of [C 60 ] with initial sizes between n = 2 and n = 55. Here we follow Schmidt et al. 29 and treat the intermolecular vibrations classically and use the internal C 60 vibrations from Ref. 30 to calculate the cluster temperatures after each evaporation step. As the major part of the internal energy is stored in the individual molecules the temperature decreases slowly as a function of the number of evaporation steps, which means that long evaporation sequences are needed to cool down moderately heated clusters below T evap . As an example, an internal energy slightly larger than 1.2 eV per molecule (400 K) is Figs. 4 and 5) . This explains why the singly charged monomer peak is dominant in all mass spectra due to collisions with ions in low charge states as, e.g., Ar 2 + and He 2 + . From these considerations it also seems reasonable to attribute the corresponding intact cluster distributions in Figs. 1 and 3 to the most distant ionizing collisions where very low amounts of energy are transferred to the clusters.
VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have compared the processing of weakly bound clusters of fullerenes for three different keV-projectiles (Ar 2 + , He 2 + , and Xe 20 + ). The most distant electron transfer collisions leave the ionized clusters sufficiently cold to survive the experimental μs-timescale, while peripheral and penetrating collisions induce fragmentation with the singly charged monomer being the dominant end product in all three cases. For low charge state projectiles (He 2 + /Ar 2 + ) the fragmentation processes are mainly thermally activated, leading to long evaporation sequences down to the monomer even for moderately heated clusters. For high charge state projectiles (Xe 20 + ), the singly charged monomer fragments stem from charge driven fragmentation processes. The latter leads to strong internal heating of the individual molecules. We find that weakly bound clusters of fullerenes most likely will separate in its molecular building blocks following collisions with keV ions in both high and low charge states.
The lighter projectiles (Ar 2 + and He 2 + ) may knock out single carbon atoms such that highly reactive large fragments with odd number of carbons (e.g., C + 59 ) and adjacent pentagons (e.g., C + 58 ) are produced. These efficiently form covalent dumb-bell systems (e.g., C + 119 and C + 118 ) in reactions with neighbouring C 60 molecules before the clusters decay. The energy transfer increases for heavier projectiles leading to a stronger propensity for multiple carbon loss, and thus a more rich distribution of covalent bound systems for Ar 2 + than for He 2 + projectiles. In the Xe 20 + case, the fullerene cages are completely disintegrated in penetrating collisions, which readily explains why covalent bond modifications are not observed for collisions with clusters of moderate size. The observation of C + 61 and C + 62 ions produced in collisions between Ar 2 + and clusters of fullerenes is most likely due to the absorptions of single C-atoms and or C 2 molecules in individual C 60 molecules. This lends support to bottom-up fullerene assembly mechanisms in which inclusions of single C atoms is assumed to be a key ingredient. 3 Single atom knock-out by ion/atom impact may be important processes for understanding astrochemical reactions. These processes, which hitherto have been overlooked, may be efficient routes to the formation of larger molecules in clusters, dust grains, or in other aggregates of matter in space.
